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Women of the World Global Platform
Is an initiative launched by the Spanish organization Profesionales por la Ética
(Professionals for Ethics) in coalition with Woman Attitude and Femina Europa and
supported by a large number ofworldwide organizations, to become the voice of
the women who speak in terms of women.
Women of the World is formed by a growing number of partners which work
together to make the international institutions and politicians, both at national and international levels, aware of what we, the women of world, think and
demand, and to make things change.
We are breaking into old-fashioned radical feminism and gender ideology. We will
not accept anymore that the international institutions de velop policies that
ignore, fight or suppress feminine identity, motherhood or the value of the
prior dedication to the family. We are regaining for women their full identity,
their role as women in their own families, in society and labour market, and we
will give motherhood back its value and dignity.

This annual report was edited by Women of the World Platform, international
non-governmental organization registered in the Associations’ Registry of the
Spanish State Home Office with number 609490 and registered office in Spain,
C/ Muñoz Barrios 2, Pozuelo de Alarcón, 28223, Madrid.

www.womenworldplatform.org
Women-World
@wow_platform
wowplatform
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info@womenworldplatform.com
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One project,
One team.
You are holding the summary of
a year lived with an ideal and a
bunch of generous hands.
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A year of our lives, the life of the
whole team and of our partners,
of intense commitment in the
advocacy of feminine identity,
complementarity between men
and women, and the value of
motherhood.
Although Women of the World is
a huge international platform, it
also is a team formed by genuine
people: Ma Luisa who is expecting
her first child, Ana who has started her first job recently, Azulema
who is going to get married soon,
Maricarmen and Monse with an
intense and boiling professional
life, or Miriam, who is finishing her
university degree, or myself, that I
just become mother for the tenth
time, along with many other people who help us in this project; Raúl
and Paco in the web operation and
other technical issues, Jaime reviewing texts or Frida in the video
production.
Concrete people with their lives
and hopes, their problems and
daily activity, but who keep a part
of their time for a common project
to serve the truth.

When you take a look through
these pages you will see concrete
actions, projects which have
been executed with scarce resources, big efforts and great
enthusiasm. Meetings with politicians, documentation delivery,
press notes’ publications, social
media campaigns for spreading
ideas, trips to say out loud in every
place that men and women are different and complementary, that
we love to be feminine and that
motherhood has an irreplaceable value, and it is the occupation
which most helps women in their
complete fulfilment.
Fortunately this team grows day
by day and our partners enable
that our voice resound around the
world. During 2017 the number of
partners grew up to 24.
The common work and coordination becomes closer and more
consolidated every year, making
possible more relevant actions
with greater impact. The daily partner’s team work give us
a more global vision of what we
need to come into play in the political decisions and stop social
reengineering that we suffer at
the hands of gender ideology. And
it is that, Women of the World is

an international platform with a
growing vocation of social and political influence.
With an ambitious project and a
perfectly definedmission: to be
the voice of women who speak in
terms of women.
You hold in your hands a little piece
of our lives and of what Women of
the World gives to the world.
I am convinced that when you
read it, you will also know that, the
ones who are part of Women of
the World, this team of concrete
persons, we do occupy our place in society and comply with our
mission, we know what we have to
do and we do it good.
Thank you for counting on us and
because we can count on you

Leonor Tamayo
Platform’s Coordinator
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That annual balance of
our activity in 2016

2017

This was the first full year of
WoW as independent
international platform.

Recently created, with few economical means,
but counting on great enthusiasm and willpower
on behalf of our team, we achieved being present
in diverse key international forums, drafted high
quality documents, and designed creative campaigns to advocate for our ideas.
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If you wish to remember with us that wonderful
year, here you have the link to the Annual Report
2016:
Annual Report WoW 2016:
https://www.womenworldplatform.com/files/20170131143130-

Interview for the Polish newspaper Nasz Dziennik

“Gender destroys
women”

“It is essential to express how great are
women who are wives, mothers,
manage the household and also work
professionally.”

The original and full interview in Polish is
available in PDF here:
http://www.womenworldplatform.com/
files/20180120211126
-entrevistapdf.pdf

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

At the beginning of the year the
Polish journalist Aneta Parys
contacted Ma Luisa Peña to
know more about the origin,
the values and the projects that
the platform had ahead 2017.
As the interview is related
with the content of this annual
report is works as a brief guide
of our thought and action.
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Updated 2nd Edition

Of our star Report on
Wombs for Rent

WOMEN OF THE WORLD
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Given the European judicial
and political latest developments after 2015 we included
the following:
The recent ruling of the European Court of
Human Rights on January 24th 2017, in the
case 25358/12 Paradiso y Campanelli c/ Italia.
The two failed attempts throughout 2016 in the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe (PACE) to adopt a favourable position
in “altruistic” surrogacy, both tries carried out by
the socialist MP Petra de Sutter.
The declaration of the European Parliament
Plenary on November 30th 2015 in the Annual
Report about Human Rights and Democracy in
the world 2014 and the EU policy in the matter.
You can download the report in English through this link
but the updated version 2017 is only available in Spanish:
https://www.womenworldplatform.com/files/20150705082
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A clear and simple video
on Wombs for Rent
With more than
14,000 views on
YouTube, our
three-minute
video set on fire
social networks.

This is a clear example that we hit the jackpot in
the precise moment with the broadcast of this
blunt and instructive material.
If you wish to explain your relatives, friends, or
colleagues what is this all about, what is
happening in the world related to women’s
exploitation with reproductive purposes and
human babies trafficking, and keep it short you
can share the video with them.
Watch the video here (Spanish only): https://youtu.be/_RbkWQBQF6g

Our platform (WoW) along
with our founder partner
Professionals for Ethics
(PpE) coordinate a strategy to lobby the Popular
Political Party (PP) of Spain

9

The 18th Popular Political Party National
Congress had planned to open a debate
among its ranks on February to take position
on surrogacy, and since it is the political party
ruling the country it was crucial that the civil
society would mobilize and anticipate a possible legal recognition of this practice.

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

WoW and PpE
influence in the PP’s
debate on wombs for
rent intended
legalization

The joint strategy between WoW and PpE consisted on attacking from different fronts. As our
platform has been on the ball in the fight against
this practice internationally speaking for more
than three years, we provide with all the tools for
undermining and refusing any support to
surrogacy in our State.

port “Surrogate Motherhood: Wombs for Hire. A
new way of exploiting women and human trafficking”. As a result of the two actions stated before,
thousands of people, among them PP’s militants,
did mobilized through the social networks
condemning this practice.
One day before the congress would take place we
sent a press note gathering the massive
discomfort of the citizenship.
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And that is how February 11 th arrived with rain,
we distributed at the street, outside the congress,
near 3 thousand flyers, made for this event and
addressed to the PP’s congress delegates from all
over the territory to ask them to vote in favour of
human rights of both, the mother and the child,
avoiding that women who lived in Spain could be
exploited in the reproductive sense, and not
allowing the purchase of babies born in Spain as
well.
The first action was to launch a citizen petition or
signing alert through our partner Citizen Go with
the slogan “We women aren’t consumer objects”,
hitting more than 4,700 signatures.
Signing alert in Spanish only:
http://www.citizengo.org/es/40834-voten-nomaternidad-subrogada
Afterwards we sent correspondence to all the PP
MP’s and senators withour recently updated re-

Finally the PP’s ranks decided to leave
the issue in stand-by.

Videoconference with the
WoW’s NGO partners
First virtual meeting with several of
the NGO’s that are members of our
platform to plan ahead the year and
exchange ideas.
Mid-February we connected through an online meeting with representatives from our partners: Citizen Go
(USA and Global), Pro Vita Bucarest (Romania), Vida y Familia (Peru), Enraizados (Spain), Femina Europa (France),
y Real Women Canada.
We focused on the March campaign on the Manifesto for a social and productive change in feminine, to collect
the maximum social and political support in each national context so that it could reach with more power to the
international women’s forum by excellence: United Nations.
In the other hand we presented them the outline of the University Forum Woman, Professional and Mother,
which was already executed in Spain, so the intention was to export it to other universities of Europe and America. Finally we ask our partners to brainstorm on proposals for the campaign for May, the Mothers’ Month.

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m
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Manifesto for social
and productive change for
women.
“Looking directly into the working world from
a woman’s perspective.”
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On the occasion of Women’s Day, March 8 th , we launched a Manifesto, which affirms that motherhood is
discriminated against in the Western World and that the incorporation of women in the workplace has greatly ignored their unique feminine attributes, turning its back on motherhood. The Manifesto, promoted by
Women of the World Platform, propose a number of points to change the productive model without making
women hide, conceal or give up neither their femininity, nor their motherhood.

The points proposed, based on a working paper prepared by the Platform:10 Political
Proposals are the following:

1. A real and positive work-family balance.
2. The legal and cultural recognition of the exclusive dedication to the family.
3. The denunciation of any discriminatory gesture towards women and maternity.
4.

The elimination of social and ideological policies as well as of educational programs that do
not respect the feminine identity and motherhood.

If you want to read the Manifesto and take a look at the list of signing entities and public figures you can do so here:
https://www.womenworldplatform.com/files/20170308114938-manifestoeng.pdf

We created a great video that transmits the essence of the Manifesto with visual items for
all its main idea Si todavía no lo has visto, está aquí: https://youtu.be/RPoP8SWOwQ

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m
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The Manifesto reached the communication media. In light of the big media coverage and the
support received by the #WoW4Change campaign, it was decided to make it open to be signed
by any person through our own system “Take Action with WoW”.
Here is the link for you to sign if you haven’t already ;)
http://action.womenworldplatform.com/en/act/httpwwwwomenworldplatformcomennews64social-and-political-leadersover-the-world-in-favour-of-a-pro-women-change-in-the-labour-market

On the occasion of this campaign we had a meeting with the MP’s Silvia Valmaña, Secretary of the
Family and Social Welfare Area of the Popular Party (PP) from Guadalajara and Marta González, President of the Equality Commission of the PP from
Galicia to discuss our political proposals.

2017

Likewise, in Romania the MATCA-2000 Foundation gave the Manifesto to the Presidency Parliament, Senate, Government, and High Offices and
the Economic and Social Council of their country.
You have all the information of their action in their Romanian
blog: https://creeracord.com/2017/03/08/de-8-martielansam-manifestul-schimbarii-socio-economice-a-termenu-
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At the 61 st Commission on the Status
of Women United Nations, New York

Our mission at the UN was entirely fulfilled as the Manifesto
fitted perfectly with the central topic of CSW61: “Women’s economic empowerment in the changing world of work.”

Mª Luisa Peña, member of our team participated in these sessions during the whole two-week
event. During the first week she attended prime events and key meetings inside our agenda so
that we could get to know the duty and approaches the relevant NGO’s and state members had
related to women, motherhood, and the way of contributing in the economy and the labour market.
w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

Luisa broadened our contact network, developing an intense networking activity with other entities.
She shared experiences with women from China, Morocco, and various countries from SubSaharan Africa, America and the Caribbean.
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you can find all the details in the chronicle of the first week here:
https://www.womenworldplatform.com/en/news/67/firstweek-at-the-csw-61-un-new-york

Throughout the second week our representative
Luisa Peña presented the Manifesto in two
different events:
1. “Young, Women, Professionals and Mothers”,
parallel event –which means it is organized by an
NGO around CSW meetings– sponsored byConstruye Observatorio Regional para la Mujer de
América Latina y el Caribe AC.A hundred copies of
the Manifesto

2017

(14min):https://youtu.be/-rsG6W_7oQs

2. “The Critical Role of Mothers: valuing the unpaid
work of women in the home”;, side event –it is
held inside the UN premises and it’s organized by
a Member State– sponsored by Saint Lucia,UN
Family Rights Caucus, Azzahrae Moroccan
Women’s Forum and our platform.
As Women of the World Statement does not go
out of fashion I was asked to read it and also distribute one hundred copies. The video promo of the
Manifesto was screened and after that our platform and its statement.
You can watch it here: (9min): https://youtu.be/x5pt8-B2n_c

WOMEN OF THE WORLD

Lastly, theagreed conclusions in the CSW61

Lastly, theagreed conclusions in the CSW61 outcome document of these sessions were very positive, taking into account our demands and proposals as the discrimination on the grounds of
motherhood and the recognition of its social value.
You can read the full chronicle of the second week here: https://
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Training young university
ladies in a forum specially
designed for them
A vital project in which the shift from the student life
into the professional one can happen without delaying
or quitting family life.

Our first academic activity, in collaboration with the Centre of Family Studies
from the University Francisco de Vitoria of Madrid, entailed three monthly sessions from February to April. It was a huge success because of its innovative
program and the high-level speakers who participated.
The forum comprises theoretical classes combined with practical
workshops in charge of experts.
If you want to learn about the work scheme of the University Forum “Woman, Professional and Mother
here is the link: https://www.womenworldplatform.com/files/20180222200146-wowforumprogram.pdf

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m
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The II Transatlantic Summit
at the European Parliament
A strategically necessary international encounter brought by
Political Network for Values.

During April 27 th and 28 th the
international summit from Political Network for Values (PNfV)
took place in Brussels, the European capital, bringing together
political and civil delegates from
all over the world to work conjointly in a global exchange for
the fostering and advocacy of
universal values.

Wombs for rent was included as key topic of the summit’s agenda, issue that we are pioneers and specialist, that is why our star report on
the matter was distributed in English and Spanish among all the participants as part of the event’s material.
For more information about the event: http://www.politicalnetworkforvalues.org/brussels-2017.html

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m
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Our representative Mª Luisa
Peña participated as volunteer
at the organization of the event.
Some of the relevant participants were Alix Lejard from Femina Europaand Laetitia Pouliquen from Woman Attitude,
both representatives from
our two-cofounder partners.
Moreover, Zelika Markic, president of one of our newest partners, the Croatian NGO
“In the Name of the Family” was
there as well. Finally, we establish contact with politicians such
as the senators Margarita Durán

from Spain and Lisbeth Hernández from México.

#Mothers4Change

For May mom’s month our campaign focused on what mothers
contribute to the economical and business sector,
with our distinctive feminine touch.

20
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The images created by our talented designer Ana Hernández, as well as the quotes stated on
them were loved by our followers and spreaded through social networks.

To celebrate this month so special for us and our
families we made two videos: one centred on the
campaign about the women’s contribution in the
labour market, and the other one targeted on
Mother’s Day, though it is commemorated in different dates around the world, we unify them on
May. The love, the occupation and the value of a
mother is the same in any culture, ethnic group
or nation.

If you haven’t watch it jet (English audio): https://youtu.be/hWtTJN6XuV0

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

The video “Hire a mom in your company” had
thousands of views on YouTube and many likes!
Media agencies such as EWTN did identify with
our message and replicate the video in their own
social means.

21

The video “Mothers4Change at Mothers Day” comes to remind us how important mothers are
along our lives, always present, never indifferent.

Last but not least, within this campaign we launched our brand new Instagram official account:
Official Instagram Account:

This beautiful video is in the next link

https://www.instagram.com/wowplatform/
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(English audio): https://youtu.be/7prvcSMHV1w

WoW at Budapest, Family’s World
Capital 2017
Hungary and its government hosted the huge International
Family Summit. Leonor Tamayo participated on behalf of our
platform.

With the slogan: “Building Family-Friendly Nations: Making
Families Strong Again”, The Budapest Family Summit gathered
three key annual events for the
defense of human life, birth policies or family-friendly policies:
1. One of Us Forum
2. Demographic Forum
3. World Family Congress (WFC)
Leonor Tamayo, our platform’s
coordinator was panelist within
the WCF, concretely in the
section on

“The importance of motherhood and fatherhood”, where she spoke about the principles that sustain
WoW and the aims which move us into action, explaining the causes, details and consequences of the
feminine and masculine’s identity loss. She also presented to the audience our last campaigns and
published documents.

Leonor talked with Gwendolyn
Landolt, president of our Canidian partner: Real Woman of
Canada and Shelly Locke, founder of The Power of Mothers,
and also she met again with the
MEP Anna Zaborska, involved in
women and motherhood matters

thering and our input:
https://www.womenworldplatform.com/
en/news/74/wow-at-the-budapest-family-summit.

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

If you want to learn more about this big ga-
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Training leaders in
family geopolitics
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Leonor Tamayo was one of the experts on giving
lessons in the diploma course on “Family Geopolitics and Sustainable Development in Mexico.”

The diploma course, organized by the John Paul
II’s Pontificial Institute for the Family and Marriage
Studies of the Anahuac University of Mexico, invited our coordinator to give two lessons inside the
“Gender ideology” unit.
The first lesson was on Wombs for Rent, a
comprenhensive explanation on this practice,
its moral and ethic implications, an analysis of
its advancement as the actual national’s legal
frameworks, its relevant statements and declarations given by high international bodies, the
forecast of its future development and finally a
draft-reaserch proposal on how to stop this drift.
The second class tackled the subject of Feminine
and Masculine Identity, the new feminism, the
complementariety between man and woman, the
motherhood’s dignity and the dedication of the
family’s value in our society. It was likewise explained the mission and vocation of Women of the
World as an answer to the new challenges that
gender ideology puts before us.

At the IV Iberoamerican Family
Summit, Mexico City
Guadalupe Plasencia attended on behalf of WoW, and two of our partners:
Institute for Family Policies (IPF) and Family Network Colombia (Red Familia Colombia) participated as speakers.
On October 27th and 28th the IV Iberoamerican Family Summit took place inMexico City, event centred in
important issues such as family, education and peace. As program highlights we mention the two of them
in charge of our partners, like Pilar Arango, director of Red Familia Colombia (Family Network Colombia)
and the president of the Institute for Family Policies (IPF), Eduardo Hertfelder, who spoke about the drop
of marriages and the rise of unmarried partners in Europe, and also that one in two marriages ends
up in divorce .

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m
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In the way of establishing the

“Work-Family Balance Day” in Mexico
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After the great work our partner ANCIFEM did at the Nuevo Leon
State, it was convened among institutions to push this proposal
at the national level.

On November 28th the “Feminine National
Civic Association” (ANCIFEM) invited WoW
to suscribe the proposal of requiesting that
June 1st becomes officially the Work-Family
Balance Day, it was presented at the
Mexican Parliament and supported by the
MP Alejandra Reynoso.
This proposal will be useful to set the basis
of a labour culture which recognizes and
respects the physical, psycological and
social needs of the employees in this
country. Equally it has been discussed in
our platform the possibility of replicating this
iniciative in other countries and eventually
achive its recognition at international level.

You can read the petition presented at the Mexican Parliament here
(Spanish only):
http://www.womenworldplatform.com/files/20180127124031-exhorto-acuse-completo.pdf

Open Letter from a
Mother to the C’s
politicians. On the
Wombs for Rent
Surrogacy comes back to Spain
with a law proposition in the
hand of the political party
“Citizens” (Ciudadanos, C’s).
At the end of September we launched the “Open Letter from a mother to the C’s Politicians, on the Wombs
for Rent” with Leonor Tamayo’s hallmark, 10 days after
she gave birth to her tenth child, thus fully legitimated to
tell these politicians loud and clear why there is not such
thing as althruistic surrogacy in this subject which wants
to be legalized in Spain.
This letter was sent to the 33 MP’s that form the parlamentarian group of C’s, the authors of this propostion,
but soon we realized that this was not enough, that we
must send it to all the MP’s from the Spanish Parliament,
as well as the members of the Senate if possible.

To continue reading the letter (Spanish only): http://www.womenworldplatform.com/es/noticias/75/carta-abierta-deuna-madre-a-los-politicos-de-ciudadanos-cs-sobre-el-prestamode-vientres

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

Some days afterwards we delivered the letter to the
rest of the 285 MP’s and the 266 senators from the High
Chamber. It was an intense work of enveloping and labelling. Then, Azulema Mingarro handed the 551 post mail
to the Spanish legislative power premises.
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The letter also had a warm welcome in the media, echoing It through social networks such as
Twitter.
The letter was published in press media
like (spanish only) hhttp://www.alertadigital.
com/2017/09/27/carta-abierta-de-unamadre-a-los-politicos-de-ciudadanos-sobre-el-prestamo-de-vientres/

Presentation on Wombs for
Rent in the Canary Islands
In the framework of the II
Scientific Training Day DAV in
Las Palmas, Ma Luisa Peña was
invited to speak as expert on
surrogacy.
“The Right to Live” Association (DAV) delegation in
the Canary Islands organized for the second time a
scientific training day with the aim of form and
inform on ethical implications on hot topics that are
being manipulated by political powerful agencies to
advance a social reengeneering agenda. This kind
of event wanted civil responsibility to be awakened.
As it could not be the exception, the wombs for rent, better known as surrogacy was the opening topic.
Ma Luisa explained the social reality of this practice in its legal, political and economic dimensions, at the
national and international sphere, highlighting the duty Professionals for Ethics as Women of the World Platform have been doing on this matter since 2015.
The exposition included the latest updates such as the pass of the surrogacy Portuguese law,
which has been used to accelerate the legal acceptance of the practice in Spain, as well as
the first Spanish womb for rent outside national borders.

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m
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If you want to read the complete chornicle (Spanish only): http://profesionalesetica.org/maria-luisa-pena-en-las-iijornadas-cienciadav-de-gran-canaria-vientres-de-alquiler-una-nueva-forma-de-explotacion/

Dismantling “altruistic”
surrogacy in a flyer

Along with PpE we created a short flyer filled with arguments
against the false “altruistic” version of this practice, and we
also arrange a meeting with one MP to discuss this matter.

Close to Christmas we continued working and published this new material that was to make clear
the key ideas of the pretended altruistic surrogacy or still wombs for rent, which has the same
ethical denial than in the case of commercial surrogacy –wombs for rent in exchange of money–.
PDF Here:
h t t p : // w w w . w o m e n w o r l d p l a t f o r m . c o m / f i -
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les/20171201144004-prestamo-de-vientres.pdf

Besides that, Leonor Tamayo had a meeting with the
MP of Podemos, Jorge Luis Bail representing Huesca
province, whose political party rejects fully wombs for
rent. During this visit to the Spanish Parliament, with
her newborn, Leonor delivered to all the MP’s the flyer
we described before.
SIf you want to know what was spoken in the meeting click here
(Spanish only): http://www.womenworldplatform.com/es/noticias/80/hablamos-de-vientres-de-alquiler-en-el-congreso

Hot topic: “The exclusive
dedication to the family”

In October the online newspaper Actuall asked twice Leonor Tamayo’s collaboration as expert on women and motherhood matters.

You all know that WoW has the vocation of being the
voice of women who want to speak in terms of women, that is why impacting digitized media with our
feminine approach is one of our priorities, so that
we could reach the maximum number of people and
break the barriers of the political correctness that has
been assumed unconsciously through feminism and
moral relativism.
The first collaboration was for an article titled:
The shadow bill of a housewife in Spain overcomes
the 2,500 euros per month written by Nicolás de Cárdenas. It consists on an interesting analysis of all the
elements to take into account to estimate this “shadow bill” for this 24/7 work.
As possible solutions to recognize this work that is
not waged some of our ideas taken from the working
paper: “10 Political Proposals: I am a woman, I am a
mother” were mentioned.

If you want to read the article click here (Spanish
only):

https://www.actuall.com/familia/siete-exper-

tos-a-actuall-es-preciso-un-reconocimiento-para-sacar-de-la-muerte-social-a-la-madre-de-familia/

w w w.w o m e n w o r l d p l a t fo r m . co m

The whole article is here (Spanish only): https://www.
actuall.com/familia/la-factura-en-la-sombra-delama-de-casa-en-espana-supera-los-2-500-eurosmensuales/

The other article: Seven experts to Actuall:
An acknowledgment to take out the stayat-home mothers from social death is much
needed, by Tamara García Yuste, one of the
seven experts was our coordinator indeed,
Leonor, who experience by first-hand this
injustice and denounces the difficult circumstances in which this work has to be performed, so worthy not only for their own family,
but for society in general, however it seems
that the political class is not interested, pretending it doesn’t exists at all.
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1+1 Campaign =

Equal · Different · Complementary
It is not mathematics, but neurobiology and psychology: the
man’s brain is different from the woman’s.
Male and female are complementary.
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“Both head and heart are equally important” the last campaign of the year grew exponentially
in social networks; many are the ones who sum and only a few the ones that deny the evidence.
This time we chose the infographics format because it is visual and direct, it was a success.
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As it could not be missed, our multimedia designer Frida Ahumada made a video based on the
infographics and it also was shared and widespread, here it is: https://youtu.be/avdpVyAMwow

New Partners 2017
¡Welcome!
1. Croatia:
In the Name of Family

2. Colombia:
Research Group Lumen,
University Sergio Arboleda

3. Australia:
Endeavour Forum

4. Italy:

5. United States:
Home Makers for America
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Novae Terrae Foundation
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Economic Data
COSTS
Events

1.600

Projects

2.760

Web maintenance and others
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TOTAL
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€

INCOMES

750
5.110

€

Donations

1. 680

Partner’s fees

3.100

TOTAL

4.780

DÉFICIT

330

Social Networks

Twitter

971
Facebook

1519
Instagram

220

117

Women-World
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Youtube

You
Tube

@wow_platform
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wowplatform

THANK YOU

Women-World
@wow_platform
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“Tanto en el ámbito político como en el profesional, las mujeres han imitado
frecuentemente los roles masculinos. En consecuencia, han impedido
de hecho cualquier desarrollo de las aptitudes y contribuciones femeninas,
así como la puesta en marcha de políticas capaces de ayudar verdaderamente a las mujeres.”
Janne Haaland Matláry

